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THREE DAY TWO'S NEWSLETTER
SEPTEMBER 9-13, 2019
A Week of Kindness,
Joy, and Wonder!
With love and care from Morah Esther and Morah Gitty
(This is an interactive
newsletter: Encourage your
child to fill in the blank and
answer the questions.)
Trip: This week we held onto a
shape rope and took a trip to
the___ mailbox. Why did we
go there? To mail our Rosh
Hashanah letters! We sent
them to our families to wish
you a Shana Tova U’Metuka (a
Good and Sweet Year)! Did
yours arrive yet?
Sing along: Dip the ___ apple
in the ___ honey. Make a
___ Bracha loud and clear.
L’shana ___ Tova
U’Mektuka. Have a ___
happy sweet new year!
How do you say apple in
Hebrew? tapuach. How do
you say honey in Hebrew?
dvash.
Craft: What type of jar did we
make for Rosh Hashanah? A
honey jar! Decorate the
outside of a baby food jar with
red, blue, and yellow air dry
clay. Next, press stone and
glittery mosaic tiles into the
clay! Fill with honey for a
sweet new year!
A Peek into the Knobless
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Montessori work found on the
Sensorial shelves. The red,
blue, yellow, and green boxes
each contain ten graduated
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Dramatic Play: Our kitchen
transformed into a Sukkah!
Thank you to Sholom for
bringing in schach! We could
always use more as the
branches and leaves dry out
and need to be replaced. Any
branches longer than 30
inches would work.

mallet? Try tapping lightly
and then swinging powerfully.
How far does the ball go? Can
you control the direction?
Book Highlight: The 2 Kings:
It’s My Turn. By Rabbi Fishel
Jacobs. Hashem put 2 kings
inside of us. Every time we
listen to the good king (yetzer
tov), we are teaching the bad
king (yetzer hara) how to be a
good king too! In the story,
when David’s sister asked for
a turn, what did David’s bad
king say? What did his good
king say? Who did he listen
to?
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